Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) is a well known metaheuristic that has proven successful at solving Travelling Salesman Problems (TSP). However, ACO suffers from two issues; the first is that the technique has significant memory requirements for storing pheromone levels on edges between cities and second, the iterative probabilistic nature of choosing which city to visit next at every step is computationally expensive. This restricts ACO from solving larger TSP instances. This paper will present a methodology for deploying ACO on larger TSP instances by removing the high memory requirements, exploiting parallel CPU hardware and introducing a significant efficiency saving measure. The approach results in greater accuracy and speed. This enables the proposed ACO approach to tackle TSP instances of up to 200K cities within reasonable timescales using a single CPU. Speedups of as much as 1200 fold are achieved by the technique.
Introduction
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) [8] is a metaheuristic which has demonstrated significant success in solving Travelling Salesman Problems (TSP) [7] . The technique simulates ants moving through a fully connected network using pheromone levels to guide their choices of which cities to visit next to build a complete tour. However, ACO has two drawbacks the first being significant memory requirements to store the pheromone levels on every edge. Secondly, simulating ants by making probabilistic decisions at each city to determine the next city to visit makes ACO computationally intensive. Therefore, ACO will struggle when applied to larger TSP instances. Consider, the pheromone matrix which requires an n by n matrix whereby n is the number of cities. As the number of cities increases linearly, a quadratic increase in memory requirements is observed. The same is true for probabilistically simulating ants to construct a tour. This paper will address these issues enabling ACO to be applied to larger TSP instances.
The paper is laid out as follows; Section 2 will describe ACO, Section 3 will present a scalable version of ACO to apply to large scale TSP instances whilst Section 4 will demonstrate its effectiveness on well known TSP instances. Finally Section 5 demonstrates the approach on TSP instances of up to 200,000 cities.
ACO Applied to the TSP
The Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) is a task where the objective is to visit every city in the problem once minimising the total distance travelled. The symmetric TSP can be represented as a complete weighted graph G = (V, E, d) where V = {1, 2, .., n} is a set of vertices defining each city and E = {(i, j)|(i, j) ∈ V × V } the edges consisting of the distance d between pairs of cities such that d ij = d ji . The objective is to find a Hamiltonian cycle in G of minimal length.
Ant Colony Optimisation (ACO) applied to the TSP involves simulated ants moving through the graph G visiting each city once and depositing pheromone as they go. The level of pheromone deposited is defined by the quality of the tour the given ant finds. Ants probabilistically decide which city to visit next using this pheromone level on the edges of graph G and heuristic information based upon the distance between an ant's current city and unvisited cities. An evaporation effect is used to prevent pheromone levels reaching a state of local optima. Therefore, ACO consists of two stages, the first tour construction and the second stage pheromone update. The tour construction stage involves m ants constructing complete tours. Ants start at a random city and iteratively make probabilistic choices as to which city to visit next using the random proportional rule whereby the probability of ant k at city i visiting city j ∈ N k is defined as:
where [τ il ] is the pheromone level deposited on the edge leading from city i to city l; [η il ] is the heuristic information consisting of the distance between city i and city l set at 1/d il ; α and β are tuning parameters controlling the relative influence of the pheromone deposit [τ il ] and the heuristic information [η il ].
Once all ants have completed the tour construction stage, pheromone levels on the edges of graph G are updated. First, evaporation of pheromone levels upon every edge of graph G occurs whereby the level is reduced by a value ρ relative to the pheromone upon that edge:
where p is the evaporation rate typically set between 0 and 1. Once this evaporation is completed each ant k will then deposit pheromone on the edges it has traversed based on the quality of the tour it found:
where the amount of pheromone ant k deposits, ∆τ k ij is defined by:
where 1/C k is the length of ant k's tour T k . This methodology ensures that shorter tours found by an ant result in greater levels of pheromone being deposited on the edge of the given tour.
Addressing the Scalability of ACO
A key issue with ACO is its memory requirements in the form of the pheromone matrix which stores the the level of pheromone on every edge between each city. Thus an n by n size matrix is required in memory to store this information so for a 100,000 city problem, a 100,000 by 100,000 matrix is required. Using a float datatype requiring four bytes of memory, this matrix will need approximately 37 GB of memory, much more than typically available on CPUs. However, a variant of ACO exists which dispenses with the need for a pheromone matrix, Population-based ACO (P-ACO) [10] . With this approach, a population of tours are maintained (k long (t)) whereby the best tour at each iteration t is added. Since k long (t) is of a fixed size tours are added in a First In First Out (FIFO) manner. Pheromone levels are calculated by using the k long (t) information. An ant at a given city calculates the pheromone levels by examining the edges that were traversed in k long (t) from the given city. Thus there is no pheromone matrix and no pheromone evaporation. If k long (t) is significantly less than the number of cities then this is a considerable saving in memory requirements.
In this paper, some modifications to P-ACO are implemented. Firstly, instead of using a store of best found tours updated in a FIFO manner, each ant has a local memory (l best ) containing the best tour that the ant has found, a steady-state mechanism. These l best tours are used to provide pheromone level information to ants when probabilistically deciding which city to next visit. This is similar in effect to Particle Swarm Optimisation (PSO) [9] whereby particles use both their local best solution and a global best to update their position. Secondly, the amount of pheromone an edge from an l best tour contributes equates to the quality of the global best (g best ) tour divided by that of the l best hence a value between 0.0 and 1.0. These measures are taken to increase diversity.
Moreover, to gain the maximum available performance of the P-ACO approach from a CPU, an asynchronous parallel approach is used with multiple threads of execution and each thread simulates a number of ants. Moreover, the choosing of the next city to visit is decided by multiplying the heuristic information, the pheromone level and a random probabilistic value between 0.0 and 1.0 and the city with the greatest combined value is selected as the next to visit. This approach is known as the Independent Roulette approach [3] . This allows the utilisation of the extended Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) registers available in a CPU through AVX for the probabilistic decision making process. These extra wide registers enable up to eight edge comparisons to be made in parallel. Using a parallel methodology with AVX registers improves the computational speed by approximately 30-40x when using a quad core processor.
Introducing PartialACO
The most computationally expensive aspect of the ACO algorithm is the tour construction phase. This aspect of ACO has an exponential increase in computation time cost as the number of cities increases. Moreover, as an ant repeatedly probabilistically decides at each city which to visit next it could be considered that the greater number of cities in a tour that requires constructing, the greater the probability an ant will eventually make a poor choice of city to visit next resulting in a low quality tour. Hence, it is hypothesised that perhaps it would be advantageous for ants to only change part of a known good tour. To do so would firstly reduce the computational complexity and secondly reduce the probability of an ant making a poor decision at some point of the tour construction. For the P-ACO approach detailed previously, the part of the tour that is not changed by an ant could be based upon its l best tour. Essentially, at each iteration an ant randomly chooses a city to start its tour from and then a random number of cities to preserve from its l best tour. The remaining part of the tour will be constructed as normal. This methodology is similar to crossover in Genetic Algorithms (GA) [11] for the TSP whereby a large section of a tour is preserved and the remaining aspect constructed from another tour whilst avoiding repetition. Figure 1 visualises the concept whereby the dark part of the l best tour is preserved and the rest discarded and then this partial tour is completed using ACO. Henceforth, this implementation of ACO will be referred to as PartialACO. A high level overview of the technique is shown in Algorithm 1. Generate initial tour using P-ACO approach 3: end for 4: for number of iterations do 5:
for each ant do 6:
Select random starting city from current l best tour 7:
Select random number of cities in l best tour to preserve 8:
Copy l best tour from starting city for the specified random number of cities 9:
Complete remaining aspect of tour using P-ACO approach 10:
If new tour better than l best tour then update l best tour 11:
end for 12: end for 13: Output best l best tour (the g best tour)
Experiments With PartialACO
To test the effectiveness of the PartialACO approach experiments will be conducted using five standard TSP problems of increasing size from the TSPLIB library. Sixteen ants, two per parallel thread of execution, will be simulated for 100,000 iterations with the α and β parameters both set to a value of 5.0 to reduce the influence of heuristic information and increase the influence of pheromone from good tours. Results are averaged over 100 random runs and experiments are conducted using an Intel i7 processor using eight parallel threads of execution and the AVX registers. Table 1 shows the results from the standard P-ACO approach whereby full length tours are constructed by each ant at every iteration. The average accuracy ranges from between 4 and 13% of the known optimum. Table 2 demonstrates the results from the PartialACO approach described in this paper whereby only a portion of each ant's best found tour is exposed to modification. From these results it can be observed that accuracy has been improved for all TSP instances by several percent. More importantly, the computational speed of the approach has been increased significantly. A speedup of up to 2.8x is observed with speedups increasing with the size of the TSP instance. Thus, PartialACO is demonstratively both faster and more accurate. Although the initial results from PartialACO have demonstrated a speed advantage with improved accuracy, it is possible to increase the speed of the approach further. Currently, a random part of the local best tour of an ant is preserved and the rest exposed to ACO to modify it. However, the part that is modified could be restricted to a maximum percentage of the l best tour. For instance, a maximum percentage modification of 50% could be used thus for a 100 city problem at least part of the l best tour consisting of 50 cities will be preserved. Reducing the degree to which the l best tour of an ant can be changed could also improve tour quality by increased tour exploitation whilst also increasing the speed advantage of PartialACO. Table 3 demonstrates the results from restricting the maximum amount that an ant's l best tour can be modified whereby it can be observed that by reducing the part of the l best tour that can be modified, the average accuracy deteriorates with respect to the known optimum. A potential reason for this is that the ants become trapped in local optima, unable to improve their l best tour without a greater degree of flexibility in tour construction. However, as expected, reducing the degree to which a l best tour can be modified increases the speed of the approach with up to a 33 fold increase in speed observed when only allowing a maximum 10% of l best tours to be modified at each iteration. Clearly, restricting the maximum aspect of l best tours that can be modified results in much faster speed but tour quality suffers considerably as a result of being trapped in local optima. A methodology is required to enable an ant to jump out of local optima. In GAs, crossover is used with a given probability so perhaps the same approach will benefit PartialACO. Therefore, it is proposed that an additional parameter is introduced defining the probability that an ant will only partially modify its l best tour. In the case an ant does not partially modify its l best tour then it will construct a full tour as standard P-ACO would. Table 4 shows the results from using a probability of an ant only partially modifying its l best tour of 0.95. Comparing to Table 3 , improvements in the average tour accuracy to the known optimum of each TSP instance are observed. However, aside from the pcb442 problem, accuracy remains worse than the results shown in Table 2 with no restriction on the degree by which l best tours can be modified. More importantly, a significant reduction in the relative speedups is observed even when using such a small probability of constructing full tours.
Incorporating Local Search
Given that enabling ants to occasionally construct a full length tour to break out of local optima has some beneficial effect, a better alternative could be considered. Instead of using occasional full length tour construction, a local search heuristic such as 2-opt could be applied to tours with a given probability. Using 2-opt will improve tours and by the swapping of edges between cities at any point of the tour, ants could break out of local optima. To test this theory, standard P-ACO is tested once again this time using a probability of using 2-opt search of 0.001 with the other parameters remaining the same. These results are shown in Table 5 whereby significant improvements in accuracy are observed over not using 2-opt. However, there is an increase in execution time by as much as 33% as 2-opt is a computationally intensive algorithm of O(n 2 ) complexity. Table 6 shows the results of the proposed PartialACO approach with the same probability of using 2-opt and no restriction to the portion of an ant's l best tour that can be modified. Improvements in accuracy are observed for all the TSP instances over standard P-ACO. A speedup of a little over two fold is also achieved, slightly less than that when not using 2-opt. This is because a significant amount of computational time is now spent within the 2-opt heuristic reducing the advantage of PartialACO. Given the success of using 2-opt local search with PartialACO, the experiments restricting the degree to which an ant can modify its l best tour can be repeated, the results of which are shown in Table 7 . Now with 2-opt local search, the accuracies from Table 6 are all improved upon by restricting the degree to which ants can modify their l best tours. The point at which the best accuracy is achieved favours smaller maximum modifications as the problem size increases with only 10% for the pr2392 problem although this still enables partial tour modification of up to 239 cities. A potential reason for the success of restrictive PartialACO when using 2-opt local search is that 2-opt derives high quality tours whereby the subsequent iterations by ants are effectively performing a localised search on these tours. The exploitation aspect of PartialACO stems from exploiting high quality tours which 2-opt local search assists but it should be noted that the speedups are significantly reduced when using 2-opt.
Applying PartialACO to Larger TSP Instances
Now that the suitability of PartialACO has been demonstrated against regular size TSP instances, it will now be tested against four much larger TSP instances with hundreds of thousands of cities. These four large TSP instances are based on famous works of art such as the Mona Lisa and the Girl with a Pearl Earring. With these TSP instances, the optimal tour when drawn in two dimensions as a continual line will resemble the given famous art work (see Figure 2 ). As previously, PartialACO will be run for 100,00 iterations with 16 ants and results averaged over 10 random runs. Moreover, given the large scale of the problems under consideration, the maximum aspect of the l best tour that can be modified by an ant is now reduced to just 1% of the number of cities which for the Mona Lisa TSP is still 1,000 cities. 2-opt search will be performed with a probability of 0.001. However, 2-opt is a computationally expensive algorithm of O(n 2 ) complexity. Consequently, 2-opt will be restricted to only considering swapping edges that are within 500 cities of each other in the current tour. This reduces the runtime of 2-opt significantly although slightly reduces its effectiveness. The results of executing the PartialACO technique on the large scale TSP instances are shown in Table 8 whereby it can be observed that tours with an average error ranging between 5-7% of the best known optima are found. Regarding runtime, PartialACO finds these tours with just a few hours of computational time using a single multi-core CPU. To clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of PartialACO a comparison is made with the standard P-ACO approach. Given the likely increase in runtime it would not be feasible to execute for 100,000 iterations. Consequently, a time limited approach is used whereby the standard P-ACO approach is run for the same degree of time as the results from Table 8 and the number of iterations achieved recorded which provides a relative speedup achieved by PartialACO. These results are shown in Table 9 whereby it can be observed that much worse accuracy is achieved which is to be expected as P-ACO only ran for a few hundred iterations. Furthermore, a speedup of up to 1200x is demonstrated by PartialACO. To understand this speedup the number of required edge comparisons to unvisited cities to determine which city to visit next by an ant building a tour must be considered. The number of comparisons an ant will make relates to a triangle progression sequence defined by (n(n + 1))/2. Thus, an ant building a complete tour for a 100k city problem will perform approximately 5 × 10 9 edge comparisons. However, if only 1% of a tour is modified an ant will only perform 5 × 10 5 comparisons, a 10,000 fold efficiency saving. However, not all of this saving will be realised as a result of computational factors such as the use of 2-opt. The 10,000 fold efficiency only applies to the tour construction aspect of ACO hence the lower reported speedups. Further evidence of the effectiveness of PartialACO is demonstrated by considering the convergence rates over time for each of the art based TSP instances as shown in Figure 3 . PartialACO clearly converges much faster than the P-ACO approach for all four problems. Indeed, inspection of the largest problem instance, The Girl With the Pearl Earring, shows that the PartialACO technique achieves the same accuracy in minutes that P-ACO takes hours to achieve. This convergence speed is simply as a result of PartialACO being able to perform many more iterations of the ant tours, indeed thousands, in a short space of time. In fact, it can be argued that in terms of iterations PartialACO converges slower but given that time is a more important factor, PartialACO is the better approach.
Mona Lisa TSP Instance

Related Work
It is acknowledged that ACO is computationally intensive. Indeed, even the original author of ACO was aware of the computational complexity proposing a variant known as Ant Colony System (ACS) [7] whereby the neighbourhood of unvisited cities is restricted. A candidate list approach is used whereby at each decision point made by an ant, only the closest cities are considered. If these have already been visited then normal ACO used. This approach significantly reduces the computational complexity. ACS is also similar to PartialACO in that with a high probability an ant takes the edge with the greatest level of combined pheromone and heuristic information improving the speed. However, ACS still requires a full pheromone matrix and to needs to search for the edge with the greatest level to choose the next city to visit.
The main area of research into speeding up ACO though has been through parallel implementations. ACO is naturally parallel such that ants can construct tours simultaneously. Early works such as Bullnheimer et al. [2] , Delisle et al. [6] and Randall and Lewis [13] relied on distributing ants to processors using a master-slave methodology. In recent years the focus on speeding up ACO has been on utilising Graphical Processor Units (GPUs) consisting of thousands of SIMD processors. Bai et al. were the first to implement MAX-MIN ACO for the TSP on a GPU achieving a 2.3x speedup [1] . More notable works include DeléVacq et al. who compare parallelisation strategies for MAX-MIN ACO on GPUs [5] , Cecelia et al. who present an Independent Roulette approach to better exploit data parallelism for ACO on GPUs [3] and Dawson and Stewart who introduce a double spin ant decision methodology when using GPUs [4] . However, ACO is not ideally suited to GPUs and these papers can only report speedups ranging between 40-80x over a sequential implementation.
Conclusions
This paper has addressed the issues associated with applying ACO to large scale TSP instances, namely reducing memory constraints and substantially increasing execution speed. A new variant of ACO was introduced, PartialACO, based upon P-ACO which dispenses with the pheromone matrix, the memory overhead. Moreover, PartialACO only partially modifies the best tour found by each ant akin to crossover in GAs. PartialACO was demonstrated to significantly improve the computational speed of ACO and the accuracy by reducing the computational complexity and the probabilistic chance of ants making poor choices of cities to visit. Consequently, PartialACO was applied to large scale TSP instances of up to 200K cities achieving accuracy of 5-7% of the best known tours with a speed of up to 1200 times faster than that of standard P-ACO. Par-tialACO is a first step to deploying ACO on large scale TSP instances and further work is required to improve its accuracy to compete with a GA approach [12] although it should be noted that this work uses a supercomputer. Further analysis of the parameters balancing speed vs. accuracy could help to improve the technique such as reducing the maximum permissable modification of tours for speed and increasing the iterations. Moreover, a dynamic approach may be best whereby initially only small modifications are allowed but as time progresses the permissible modification increases to avoid being trapped in local optima.
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